Gender aspects of treatment and drug related toxicity in medical oncology.
The whole field of Oncology benefits from the huge amount of basic science "invested" and from the experience accumulated during several decades that enables more patients with malignant diseases to be cured or to survive for longer periods. Incidence and mortality rates from cancer have been decreasing by around 1 % per year since the mid-nineties of the past century in the European Union. However, the spectrum of malignant diseases and the outcome is not equally distributed between the two sexes. Startlingly, in advanced cancers, women receiving the same treatment schemes as men fare better. Until recently, however, the pharmacological knowledge of the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic action of cytotoxic drugs was scarce for women, as like in other fields of medicine, studies recruited far more men than women and because results were often not reported separately for both sexes. These practices are slowly changing and gender specific outcome data are progressively accumulating. Such data on gender-specific differences or similarities are essential for building newer, more adequate tools for dosing drugs than the current form based on a "falsely accurate and individualzed" estimation of the body surface area. Nevertheless, the socioeconomical and sociocultural context of living remains genderspecifically different, influencing the coping of individuals with a life-threatening disease. On the other hand, as recently shown for chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, gender-specific analysis might open new insights in the biology of the disease and modify treatment strategies.